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Executive Summary
This report has been prepared by PPI Global, Ltd. (PPIG) on behalf of [ ]. Its intent is
to assess the current culture of the organization relative to its propensity for human
error, and to provide recommendations for moving forward, which when properly
implemented and maintained, will minimize the potential for human errors and events
while improving Reliability, Efficiency, Productivity, and Safety.
The contents are based upon information gathered through document and data reviews,
observations, interviews with a cross-section of personnel, and insights gained through
responses to the PPIG online Culture Survey.
The intent of the report is to identify current cultural and organizational issues that tend
to set people up to make mistakes within the organization, as well as within the suborganizations (“sub-teams”) that combine to create the overall organization. Based upon
the insights gained, recommendations are provided, which when properly deployed,
should greatly reduce the potential for and the incidence/severity of human error.

Summary of Findings


The overall response rate to the online Survey was 83.2%.



The overall average Survey Score for the [ ] organization is 3.65. This is on
par with what PPIG has seen in organizations of similar size/scope.



It appears that overall frustration levels amongst workforce members are
rising while trust levels are diminishing.



Systems/Structures are causing higher than normal levels of frustration. Of
specific note were the top two indicated Distractors/Interrupters while
attempting to complete work, which were: Equipment/Material Changes and
Information/Requirements Changes.



There appears to be inconsistent management/leadership across the
organization, which is lending to diminishing trust levels and rising levels of
frustration.



There were several safety concerns identified during the onsite observations.
All were brought to the attention of associated plant management and/or CAP
personnel. These are detailed on pages 45 and 65 of this Profile Report.
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Report Overview
Intent
This Culture Profile Report has been prepared for the [ ] organization.
The contents of this Report are based upon a synthesized analysis of information
gathered through data/document reviews, observations, interviews, and direct
employee input through an online Culture Survey.
The intent of this Report is to:
(1) Quantify the error-likeliness of the organization
(2) Identify any current cultural and organizational issues that are inhibiting errorfree performance and/or making it more likely for workers to make mistakes
(3) Flag any safety issues / areas of weakness noted within organization
processes or procedures
(4) Highlight predominate specific concerns or frustrations indicated by
organization members
(5) Provide recommendations on how to move forward to shore up any noted
areas of challenge, eliminate latent organizational weaknesses (landmines),
and take human performance within [ ] to the next level

Our Philosophy
Human beings are fallible. On any given day, any member of the team can make
a mistake. Even the best people make mistakes.
By using appropriate strategies and tools, it is possible for a team of people to
achieve near perfection in performance. By focusing on appropriate
fundamentals and moving forward with a mindset of constant and never-ending
improvement, the incidence of human error can be driven to the lowest possible
levels of frequency and severity, and events can be prevented.
The term we use to describe this approach is...Practicing Perfection®.
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Technology and Psychology
If we agree that individuals are indeed prone to making mistakes, how then can
an organization "practice perfection”?
Essentially, an organization is a group of individuals with a shared vision, a
common purpose, and structures, policies, and procedures used to apply
resources toward achievement of common objectives. In practice, organizational
structure is typically designed to differentiate and divide the skills and functions of
its members, and then to coordinate these skills and functions to accomplish the
objectives of the organization.
An organization, the larger “master team”, is made up of smaller organizations
(sub-teams). These sub-teams have both primary and secondary roles within the
master team. Likewise, each sub-team is composed of individuals, each of
whom has one or more primary and secondary roles within the sub-team. The
dynamics amongst the individuals forming a given sub-team create the culture of
the sub-team. The dynamics between sub-teams dynamically combine and
interact to create the culture of the larger [organization] master team.
Over time, the dynamic interactions between individuals and sub-teams,
combined with the vision, principles, and priorities of organization founders /
senior leadership, generate a system of commonly held values and beliefs that
influence the attitudes, choices, and behaviors exhibited by team members on a
day-to-day basis. This “culture” then works within the constraints of
organizational systems and processes.
In order to “practice perfection”, (1) principles and priorities must be aligned and
communicated into a “one team” approach, (2) team members must be inspired
to improve with an ability to influence and sense of ownership for outcomes, (3)
systems and processes must be scrutinized for inefficiencies and setups for error
(and subsequently made better), and (4) simple tools must be introduced and
utilized to counter human fallibility.
Every organization has its “technology” (structures, systems, processes, etc.)
and its “psychology” (culture). Addressing both of these elements is critical if an
organization is to achieve long term sustainable improvement in human
performance.
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Before we go any further, let us identify one of the precepts of Practicing
Perfection®:


84 to 94 percent of all human error can be directly attributed to process,
programmatic, or organizational issues.

Statistics have shown that even though individuals are indeed fallible, the
majority of errors can be attributed (in whole or in part) to aspects of the
organization’s “technology” (as described above). With this in mind, it should be
clear that appropriate focus on processes, programs, and structures, can greatly
reduce the potential for the majority of organizational error.
So… if 84% to 94% of human error can be addressed by improving structures,
processes, and programs, what about the remaining six to sixteen percent? This
is where human fallibility and on-the-job behaviors come into play.
Human fallibility can be easily addressed through use of simple behavior-based
tools. When used uncompromisingly, these simple Error Elimination Tools™
virtually eliminate the potential for human error. Further, they prompt
engagement to identify and fix those elements of the system that are inefficient
and error-prone. The key is getting team members to use them consistently and
uncompromisingly.
At the core of individual behavior lies the personal “whys” behind how people do
what they do. For an organization to “practice perfection” on a regular basis, the
individual “whys” of the team members must align with the “why” of the
organization. The relative health of this alignment is one of the areas identified
through the Culture Profile process.
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What does Practicing Perfection® promote?







A safer, more efficient, more profitable organization
Enhanced interface between the organization and its customers
Enhanced interface between organization sub-teams
Stronger/better relationships in all directions
A positive, proactive work environment
Happier, more content, and more engaged team members

So…where to begin?
The information in this Report is the beginning point. Identifying where [ ]
stands relative to the precepts of Practicing Perfection® (a simple foundation for
next-level performance), and understanding the associated underlying
organizational and team issues, allows us to see not only where we are, but
where we need to go to take performance from where it is to where we want it to
be.

Categories of Analysis
The insights contained in this report are the result of analysis of information
acquired through the following:





Interviews with personnel
Observations of facilities and ongoing work processes
Evaluation of data/documents provided by [ ]
Responses to the online PPIG Culture Survey

Interviews with Personnel
A cross-section of personnel was interviewed by [ ] as part of this analysis. The
purpose of the interviews was two-fold: (1) to better understand the different job
functions and relationships, and (2) to get a feel for the general attitudes and
predominant challenges of the team members.
A total of ( ) [ ] team members were interviewed.
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Responses to the online PPIG Culture Survey
The online Culture Survey included 61 discreet response items. These items
were designed to provide for appropriate demographic 'slicing', as well as to
indicate the relative error-likeliness of the organization in five categories:






Systems and Structures
Ownership
Openness and Awareness
Error-Likely Environment
Readiness/Willingness to Improve

Prior to opening of the online Survey, PPIG provided email scripts for use by [ ]
to invite members of [ ] to participate. The response period began on [DATE],
and lasted for XX days, concluding on [DATE].
Out of approximately XX personnel assigned to the collective groups being
surveyed, XX responses were received. This represents an 83.2% response
rate. This response rate is on par with PPIG Culture Survey response rates in
other organizations.

Sub-team Grouping
Within the larger master team, each sub-team has its own set of cultural
dynamics. These dynamics are a result of the combined behaviors of the
members of the sub-team over time.
The cultural dynamics of the sub-teams combine to create the overall cultural
dynamics of the larger organization. This is demonstrated daily in how the
different sub-teams interact, how well they communicate, the levels of mutual
support provided, etc.

NOTE:
[ ] is a diverse organization, spanning the spectrum from shut
down units, to near-end-of-life facilities, to newer combined cycle
units, to corporate support sub-teams. As the remainder of this
Report is digested, especially as we arrive at the Conclusions
and Recommendations, it is important to remember that ‘one
size’ does NOT “fit all”.
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For this Profile, the following organization / sub-organizations were analyzed:
[listing of sub-organizations]
Detailed response metrics are provided for each sub-team in Attachment A to
this Report.
In addition to sub-teams, additional groupings (“slices”) of data were reviewed to
identify any characteristics of interest. These included:



Scores by Job Title
Scores by Longevity with the Company

How the Analysis was Conducted
Each multiple-response item in the Survey was scored on a numerical scale, with
the most positive (least error-likely) response having a numerical value of (5),
and the least positive (most error-likely) response having a numerical value of
(1). These numerical values were then analyzed statistically for the master team,
as well as for each sub-team. Averages were also identified for positions and
longevity.
All of the information obtained during the gathering process was considered. The
insights gained during observations, interviews, and Client data reviews have
been combined with the metrics and written comments generated by
respondents to the online Survey. These insights were used to draw
conclusions.
Onsite interviews were conducted by [ ]. Survey analysis and report
preparation was conducted by [ ] and [ ]. The report was peer checked by [ ]
and [ ], and reviewed by [ ].
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Analysis Results
Organizational Overview
NOTE:
While positive comments are indicated in this Report, the primary intent
is to identify areas where focus can be placed to eliminate error and
improve performance. Therefore, the majority of comments contained in
this report will be constructive in nature.

[ ] Statistical Overview
Overall Survey Average Score-

3.65

Survey Item Score (high)

4.63

Item 33 ("What would you most likely do when you are not exactly sure how to
proceed with a specific task?”)
Survey item Score (low)

2.53

Item 7 ("I find myself performing more than one task at a time.")
Survey Item Median Score
Sub-Team Median Overall Score

3.61
3.57

Category Scores
As previously indicated, the non-demographic items on the Survey were grouped
into five categories impacting organizational error-likeliness. These categories
include:






Systems and Structures
Ownership
Openness And Awareness
Error-Likely Environment
Readiness / Willingness to Learn

The overall category scoring is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2
As can be seen, the lowest overall category score was Systems and Structures,
with a score of 3.39. The score for this category was brought down primarily by
the responses to the following items:
Item #57 We have an effective and user-friendly system for
documenting (and getting credit for) identifying and
implementing improvements.

2.94

Item #53 The Policies, Procedures, Written Instructions, and
Drawings/Diagrams that I use in my work are clear,
correct, and up-to-date.

3.04

Item #58 The system and processes we use to document and
analyze errors (Corrective Action Program) provides
useful information that helps us move in a positive
direction and prevent recurrence.

3.14

Item #54 The Policies, Procedures, Written Instructions, and
Drawings/Diagrams that I use in my work are easy to
locate and readily available.

3.15
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The second lowest scoring category was that of Error-Likely Environment,
with a score of 3.49. The score for this category was brought down by
these responses:
Item #7 I find myself performing more than one task at a time...

2.53

Item #11 While doing my work, I am distracted or interrupted…

2.86

Item #61 When changes in practices, policies, and/or work
instructions are made, how often are the reasons (the
"why") for the changes communicated?

3.24

Item #52 To what degree do you feel listened to and
acknowledged when you offer a solution to a problem?

3.40

Sub-Team Category Scores
The overall category scores for each of the [ ] Sub-Teams are provided in
Figure 3.

Comparison of Category scores for designated sub-teams
indicated here

Figure 3
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While the Survey scoring does indeed identify positives, its primary intent is to
reveal less than optimum tendencies, to gain insights directly from those doing
the work, and to identify opportunities to take human performance within [ ] to
the next level.

Overall Scoring for each Division and Associated Sub-teams:
[

]

As shown, 6 of the 10 [ ] facilities scored below the overall [ ] average
score. [ ] was the lowest-scoring facility within [ ]. This was based
upon a total of XX responses.
Score

# of
responses

Johnsonville

3.89

24

Colbert

3.80

41

Cumberland

3.75

45

Widows Creek

3.71

31

Paradise

3.60

65

Shawnee

3.54

60

Bull Run

3.51

23

Allen

3.49

29

Facility
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Gallatin

3.35

53

Kingston

3.25

50

[ ]
The overall score for [ ] was 3.25. In four out of five categories
(excluding Readiness/Willingness to Learn), the respondents [ ]
tendered responses to multiple Survey items resulting in average scores
between 2.23 to 2.95.
Comments associated with this sub-group included:
"I'm given plenty of time to make repairs if something associated with
production has failed. I'm encouraged to be safe. But every piece of
equipment out here needs repair of some type. If it’s working, I won't be
given time to work on it to prevent failure."
"I don't know what the proper equipment is. We complete jobs with the
equipment we have or can find on site."
"I do what I know needs to be done. I am proud of the job I do. I don't
get the feeling that this organization is a team."
"This is the most hateful place I have ever worked."
"In the past several years I have seen a shift from learning from errors or
events to a punishment based approach. I feel this is sending us in the
wrong direction for safety and operational behavior."
"All Management does at this site is play the Blame Game."
"If our union leader is against you then she tries to make the whole crew
turn on you like a pack of wolves."
"Can’t trust anyone, too much backstabbing goes on, it's like a high
school."

[ ]
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[ ] was the second-lowest scoring coal generation facility. With 53
respondents, an overall score of 3.35 was achieved.
As for [ ], System and Structures was the lowest-scoring category. Also
as for [ ], “Equipment and Material Condition” is a major source of
distraction. Frustrations with information and ‘requirements’ appears to
be a bit higher at [ ] than at [ ].
Representative comments from [ ] respondents included:
"Interrupted by the complete ineptness of senior leadership and rule
changes without proper training/leadership. The theft of funds from
retirement and uncertain future is probably the biggest distraction right
now."
"Surveys, pension issues, is our plant closing, are the yard employees
going to lose their jobs and be contractors, 401k?"
"There are only a few Ops people here that demonstrate ownership and
accountability. Many do not because the management 'hands off
discipline style' (I haven't seen or heard of SOSs producing paperwork on
substandard or lazy workers) and the Union protection of such people,
causes people not to care. "if no one is going to get in trouble or
disciplined, than why care if it takes extra work" seems to be very
common here."
"Trust in and from co-workers = great. Trust in and from management =
nil."
"Safety is preached, yet with time and workload pressures combined with
understaffing situation, safety is more an afterthought rather than a
cultural core value."
[ ] Facility Material Condition / Housekeeping
[ ] plants are inherently dusty, dirty places. With the exception of two
units scheduled for near-term shutdown, all of the facilities visited showed
signs of significant effort to control and remove coal dust.
Turbine decks were probably as clean as could reasonably be expected.
Other parts of the plant were less so, but under the conditions of limited
staff, could probably be considered to exceed expectations. Colors of
painted surface could be discerned for the most part, which suggests
substantial effort to manage coal dust.
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Units expected to be shut-down permanently within the year gave the
impression of being in rough shape, with high pressure steam leak
barriers installed and large condensate leaks raining down to the lower
levels. Despite this, even in the fated units, control room floors and the
turbine deck were being kept as clean as practical.

[ ]

As a division of [ ], [ ] had the lowest overall score, with [ ] scoring the
lowest within the group, where XX respondents delivered responses
resulting in an overall score of 3.34.
Score

# of
responses

Hydro Engineering

4.07

10

HDCC

4.04

3

Northeast Hydro-Gen

3.53

27

Central Hydro-Gen

3.45

10

Southwest Hydro-Gen

3.34

26

Facility/Group

[ ]
It appears that Systems and Structures are providing the highest level of
frustration, with 50% of the responses in this category scoring 2.67 or
lower.
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Based upon written comments, communications and trust issues appear
to be significant. Representative comments included:
"They keep adding requirements to my job description. "Because they
can."
"POOR FOR QUESTIONING ATTITUDE AND COMMUNICATIONS.
CANNOT TRUST MANAGEMENT."
"I feel as if management is always lurking around the corner trying to
catch me violating an HU tool. Makes for a distracting work environment."
"T&L DOES NOT TRUST MANAGEMENT."
"The trust level is ZERO. Between techs and management."
"I trust my co-workers. But I don't have a lot of trust in management."
"Under most circumstances, a questioning attitude is requested but not
respected. In many situations, questions from the plant level are ignored
or disregarded."
"Never have time for that. We are even rushed thru our safety meals and
have also not been able to celebrate them the way we ask to as far as
meals go and there locations and be rushed always."
"I feel comfortable asking, I just don't feel like I will get an answer that is
stood behind."
"There is a distinct "clay" layer between the plant level and upper
management. Suggestions and ideas are easily distributed downward but
seldom move upward."
[ ] Material Condition / Housekeeping
XX plants were visited. Initial impressions were good - generator decks
were clean and for the most part uncluttered. It was clear they were being
cleaned periodically, but not frequently.
In some facilities there was litter in the offices/hallways. Clutter in offices
and shops was consistent with a very small staff, and lots of plant to keep
arranged and clean.
Most plants demonstrated good water leakage control measures, and at
all plants visited, oil leakage capture and containment was visible in the
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form of Kim-wipes at known drip locations (which does raise the question
of flammable material loading).
Some plants showed attention to improvement in the form of painting or
other general material condition improvement projects. [ ] stood out as
the showcase unit. This may be due to its proximity to [ ] and frequent
tours by outside guests.

[ ] / OTHER SUB-TEAMS

The grouping of [ ] and various other sub-teams generated the highest
overall-scoring division of [ ], coming in at 3.72. This being the case, the
grouping also contained the second-lowest scoring unit within [ ]- [ ].

Score

# of
responses

Gas Operations- Paradise/Ackerman/Allen

4.14

10

Gas Support/Services

4.01

4

Gas Operations- Southern

3.98

43

Coal and Gas Services

3.95

36

Gas Operations- Western

3.84

50

Engineering

3.52

74

Programs and Performance

3.51

30

Facility/Group
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Gas Operations- Eastern

3.40

22

Raccoon Pumped Storage

3.26

8

[ ]
Those who responded from this facility (a total of XX respondents) appear
particularly frustrated with:




Policies and procedures (the apparent lack of quality and ease of
location)
The system used to analyze and document errors (with an overall
score of 1.0)
A lack of questioning attitude and learning environment

Coincident with the above frustrations was a low-scoring attitude toward
efforts to improve performance, which appears to be fall out from a sense
of ever-increasing requirements in the face of staffing reductions.
Representative comments included:
"Change is difficult, and generally most HU issues are simply because
employees do not utilize the HU Tools we have."
"We have implemented so many changes, we often spend large amounts
of time identifying the correct process or procedure we should be
following."
"Our systems can be complex and we have a bad habit of creating silos. I
may utilize a process once every couple of years, and the process has
become so cumbersome that it is very time consuming to complete
certain processes."
"While I agree that information is readily available here at this site, to
obtain up to date info is extremely difficult at times. Prints are really hard
to maintain up to date."
"It helps for certain locations, but the database is very difficult when
looking for lessons learned in advance of performing an activity unless
you are familiar with the event."
"We can do a better job of communicating this, and we do not need to
create more work while we are cutting back on O&M. We have a lot of
new processes that are coming out and they never supply more man
hours or funding for the additions."
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Material Condition / Housekeeping
[ ] (XX visited): These were the newest of all the facilities visited, and
were the ‘showcase’ units of the fleet. Weather conditions at one
precluded a plant tour (ice on every exterior surface), at the other I was
able to walk outside the facility and visit the control room. I saw little or no
clutter, and the tour guide (Ops Manager) stopped to pick up minor
scraps of litter several times. Identification of permanent trip hazards by
painting and signage was visible.
[ ] (XX visited): Clearly receiving the least attention of any of the
facilities, these were in the worst shape of all facilities visited. Exterior
areas were cluttered, though reasonably organized. Offices and
conference rooms reflected lack of staff and little attention to organization
and house-keeping. At one facility, a female laborer was cleaning the
women’s restrooms in the dark with a flashlight, because the lights did not
work at all.
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Conditions Contributing to Error
Survey Item 60 asked participants to identify listed items/conditions that they felt
were present to an extent that helped set workers up to make mistakes. The
results were as shown in Figure 3 below.

Which of the following do you feel are present at your work location to the
extent that they set people up to make mistakes? (check all that apply)
Distractions /
Interruptions , 106
Lack of resources , 96
Lack of knowledge or
skill, 93

Response

Bureaucracy , 92
Unclear or shifting
work priorities , 87
Crosscommunications
Overwhelming
workload , 66 between crews /
teams , 81
Authority issues , 64
Poor work processes ,
59
Poor information
systems , 55
None of these , 54
Political issues , 47
Information overload
, 34

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

# of Responses

Figure 4
As shown, the most-cited contributor toward an error-likely environment is
Distractions & Interruptions. Amongst virtually all the organizations analyzed by
PPIG via this process, this has been the most predominant contributor. The XX
respondents identifying this as a significant contributor, represent XX% of the
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respondent population. This is substantially lower than for other organizations
that have participated in this process.
Survey Item 12 asked participants to identify their biggest source(s) of Distraction
& Interruption. The response overwhelmingly identified “Equipment/Material/
Condition Changes” as a culprit.
The second-highest scoring contributor to an error-likely environment was
indicated as Lack of Resources. This is the first time this has been one of the top
three contributors to an error-likely environment in the history of PPIG Culture
Profiles. From manpower reductions, to lack of proper tools, to inadequate funds
to complete preventive maintenance, this is an issue reflected throughout the
input to the Survey process.
Distractions and Interruptions
Since the inception of the PPIG Culture Profile process, “Distractions and
Interruptions” has consistently been indicated as one of the most predominant
working environment issues that promotes error-likeliness. In Survey Item 12,
team members were asked to identify the biggest sources of distractions and
interruptions while doing their work. The results are shown in Figure 5.
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Q12: My biggest sources of distraction/interruptions while doing
my work are (check all that apply):
Figure 5
As reflected in overall scoring and follow-on commentary, the largest contributor
to Distractions and Interruptions within [ ] is, “Equipment/Material/Condition
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Changes.” Coming in second was “Information and/or Requirements Changes.”
Together, these clearly identify that (1) there are an overwhelming number of
changes occurring, (2) the change management process is not working well, or
(3) both.
The third-highest distractor, “Coworkers,” is not typical of most organizations,
except for those with high turnover rates, where new workers must continually
seek guidance from more experienced workers. This being said, considering the
top two scorers for this Survey Item, it appears that there may be frequent
“scrambling” to get work done in the face of unclear/changing guidance, which
could easily elevate levels of co-worker interruptions.
Of specific note in this area are distractions and interruptions in the Control
Room. It appears that in some of the [ ] facilities, the Control Room is a ‘defacto’ meeting room, social gathering place, and plant telephone switchboard.
Where this is the case, this borders on a safety concern, keeping the Operator(s)
from being able to effectively monitor plant/unit parameters.
Representative comments from the Survey relative to Distractions and
Interruptions included:
"Operational issues with the plants. Helping coworkers. Answering management
questions and performing management requests that require a lot of paperwork
and tend to have to be redone or reworked because the tasks are not clearly
defined and tend to be subjective as to their layout/design."
"Most of the time, I can't concentrate on any one item because I am bouncing
from emergent issue to emergent issue all day. I enjoy working during the
holidays because everyone is out of town and I can actually get good amounts of
work completed. Most days I feel that I work hard, but don't get a lot done."
"Open area of desks ("bull pen") with no walls can result in loud conversations,
phone calls, and meetings that are distracting for those not involved. It can be
hard to concentrate on tasks with the current desk set-up."
"Due to lack of man power I am often asked to help with tasks."
"People following an unknown procedure (old or new). Not knowing who should
make a decision or if anyone else should be asked."
"EMERGENT WORK, QUESTIONS FROM CO WORKERS, OUTSIDE PARTIES
REQUESTING TIME."
"Procedural changes or management changes to scope of work."
"The control rooms need entry authorized by unit operators. Period. I've
experienced too many in supervision and management who think that a shift is
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their social time and others in trades and labor who think the same. Operators
should have the right to permit or not permit entry to those who would distract or
interrupt them."
"10-15 hours of work time is lost every week due to the required meetings that
have little to no value for need to attend."
"Managers are allowed to shut their doors and ignore you. However, they expect
supervisors and coordinators to drop what they are doing. Should be noted that
the maintenance managers are the biggest problem."

Survey Item Scores
The overall scores for each of the Survey Items were as shown on Figure 6
below:
NOTE
The Item numbers in the Survey Item Score chart (Figure 6) begin with
Number 5 because this was the first content-related item. Items 1-4 are
demographic in nature (and therefore do not show up on the chart).
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Figure 6
An overview of the Survey Item Scores is provided below. This represents the
average score for each item across the entire [ ] population.
In this part of the analysis, we will take a specific look at the lowest and highest
scoring items, and will incorporate associated respondent Survey comments, as
well as insights gained from observations and interviews. This provides insight
into areas of greatest current challenge and greatest current opportunity.
Top Scoring Items (Green)
Item 33

What would you most likely do when you're not
exactly sure how to proceed with a specific task?

(4.63)

This response indicates that employees generally will stop and ask for
help from either a supervisor or a co-worker when they feel uncertain
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about how to do a job. They will proceed when they are certain they know
the proper way to complete the task.
Errors are eliminated and safety improves when workers use the tools
they have been taught. “Stop When Unsure” is one of the bedrock
principles of Human Performance (HU) and safety. The [ ] team
members scored very highly in their apparent awareness and application
of this approach. This enhances safety and efficiency of the individuals
involved, as well as of the organization.
Representative comments for this Survey Item were:
"Figure it out, ask for second party verification where possible."
"Ask co-worker."
"It depends on the task it is safe and will not cause damage to equipment
or generation I may look at procedures and technical and when I’m sure
of the outcome I may proceed."
"I don't like the list of answers here. My big thing is to learn who your
resources are and how to use them. Phone, email, and Google can work
wonders. Asking questions and always learning are constant priorities."
"The immediate supervisor being my foreman."
"Gather information, find the best path, review with foreman and have a
prejob."
"Consult prints or documentation."
"SOP is to find someone who is familiar with the task or has done it
before and ask them to assist so you can learn what needs to be done."
"There is also a ton of information in the form of work packages and
procedures, as well as vendor manuals for equipment related issues.
There really is no reason to go into a situation blindly."
"We work as a team so I feel I can bring up the individual area I have
questions about so we can review as a team."
"Gather input from sources that have interest or experience in the task."
"The nature of my work dictates that I interact with co-workers on the
larger P&P team. We learn from each other, and have become an
effective larger team."
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"Everything of substantial importance will be run by our manager for
signature. Because of this, I will process with confidence knowing it will
not become anything more than a "learning failure". My manager prefers
this approach as well."
"Stop when unsure...that's the rule."
"Many tasks require an initial level of discovery and learning - I perform
the task, and if I had questions, I follow up with my immediate supervisor
as I proceed to ensure concurrence with my direction."
"Almost always ask coworker. Supervisor is usually clueless about how
to perform actual work going on."
"If I never felt confident I would then ask a co-worker, if I still didn't feel
confident I would ask my Immediate Supervisor."
"Would not ask my supervisor. Would only ask a team member."
"Or ask a co-worker. Because asking my immediate supervisor always
end up belittling you or making fun of you."
"Normally will brain storm with other foreman."

Item 30

If I have a question, I feel comfortable asking my
co-workers/peers.

(4.41)

While this response indicates that a majority of employees feel a sense of
comfort in asking questions of their peers, follow-on commentary to this
Survey item offered mixed sentiments. Some employees indicated that
the environment is productive for sharing and communicating, while
others admitted that not everyone is approachable or trustworthy, and not
every topic is fair game in the information sharing equation.
Representative comments for this Survey Item were:
"It depends on the nature of the question."
"You can ask, but information is often opinion and not always fact."
"I'll just feel stupid."
"My immediate team was "corrupted" by the issues indicated above.
However, I do feel somewhat comfortable asking coworkers/peers in
related teams. Unfortunately, I don't believe they always feel safe
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speaking with me. They don't want to be labeled as a "problem" by
management."
"The answer depends on who it is and what it is regarding."
"Good or bad, I do not shy away from asking questions that are on my
mind. Sometimes I tend to think out loud though, and that may cause
confusion sometimes."
"I AM COMFORTABLE ASKING, THEY MIGHT NOT BE AS
COMFORTABLE ANSWERING."
"Some guys will talk to me others just barely speak to me, they would
rather me sit at my desk instead of going in field."
"I can rely on my coworkers for information and assistance any time."
"Some of them......the others are just here."
"They will turn it into something they can tell the whole plant."
"We help each other."
"I will ask someone I can trust and that has some knowledge in another
department."
"Strong culture of learning and sharing information."
"My group is really good at providing information on required tasks and is
an excellent resource of knowledge."

Item 50

How satisfied are you with the current level of
performance of your team/crew?

(4.38)

The scoring of this Survey Item by the respondents indicates a healthy
perspective on the work environment. The highest-possible response for
this item is, “We’re doing well, but we can do better.” This indicates a
sense of commitment and ownership at the team level, without the
complacency that there’s no room to improve.
Sentiments in this area indicated some frustration with ‘more senior’
employees, who have either slowed down and are not doing as much as
it is perceived they should, or are demonstrating poor attitudes spawned
by previous regimes of management/culture. We have seen these as
common frustrations with the current demographic makeup in most power
generation / utility workforces.
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Representative written comments for this Survey Item included:
"There are some who work very hard and do their best to stay ahead of
the game and there are others who either goof off too much or dig too
deep into small issues to be effective on the whole."
"Not able to do everything that needs to be done."
"Have some long term employees who were not managed appropriately
and now will be challenged. This makes my job more difficult because of
the having a history of ‘meets’ reviews when they really should have been
marginal performers....I see law suits and blaming the current manager
because they are holding personnel accountable to do their core
job...they will use a history of ‘meets’ reviews against [ ] and this will end
up holding the manager to blame."
"[ ] is shutdown, my crew spends its time doing menial tasks, it takes a
constant effort to keep them focused on tasks, and keep morale high."
"Some staff/contractors only capable of routine duties, which burdens the
staff and causes delays and increases compliance risk".
"Improving daily."
"There is always room for improvement. I think we do really well in certain
areas, but fall short in others. I think for my specific site, the performance
numbers speak highly of the site, but we have to be careful to not let that
lead to complacency in how we do our business. As I mentioned in
another answer on this survey, can't live too long in the yesterdays."
"Co-workers with the most service time (and most compensated) seem to
perform at the lowest level."
"My crew is good but is still limited by budget concerns."
"BUT IT IS HARD TO HOLD PEOPLE ACCOUNTABLE WHEN YOU'RE
ASKING TOO MUCH OF THEM ALREADY."
"The lazy stay lazy and the people that cause the problems here are NOT
dealt with. PROVEN FACT!!!!!!!!"
"Satisfied."
"We handle what is asked of us."
"Overall we are improving in both ownership and accountability."
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"In my opinion, we have the great team except selected few that are just
happy for doing less. We can do better if we have a better driver of the
wagon."
"We are doing the best we can."
"It's a busy place here, but there is a lot of ‘slow-walking’ going on at the
site, always have to keep after the guys, they do not respect the
paycheck."
"Great group of employees."
"I would not want to be in another group/team. I believe I have the best
immediate supervisor of the 5 SOS’s and I believe our desire and intent to
do a great job is one of the few things “keeping our group/team afloat.”
Yet, being overloaded for the amount of members afforded each
group/team it is a constant battle, being expected to perform a job that
most other plants have two employees to perform what this plant expects
one employee to achieve here."
"This is interesting; the best answer is still 'can do better'. I would have
chosen higher for my work location, should another choice been offered."
"There is always room for improvement but these guys are solid."
"Lean efficiency/continuous improvement."
Lowest Scoring Items (Red)
The next step of this process is to look at the lowest-scoring items on the
Survey. These indicate areas of greatest frustration / perceived challenge
by the workers (both of which make human error more likely).

Item 7

I find myself performing more than one task at a
time...

(2.53)

This is a common issue in today's work environments, and has been one
of the lowest-scoring Survey Items across the majority of PPIG Culture
Profiles.
While it is recognized that some multi-tasking is inherent to many of the
job responsibilities within [ ], this is an important issue to consider in an
operating environment where human error can result in outages,
equipment downtime, equipment damage, or personnel injury for a large
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percentage of the tasks being performed. History has shown that
performing more than one task at a time greatly increases the potential
for mistakes to occur.
While most respondents appeared to recognize that at times some level
of multi-tasking is unavoidable, it should be minimized wherever possible
in an operating environment. Management and supervision must be
careful not to push individuals beyond their personal capabilities in this
area. Comments associated with this Survey Item included:
"With doing so many tasks at the same time, none get completed at the
best of my ability."
"Only contractors perform one job at a time. [ ] employees must fill out
repeated surveys, attend meetings, be on teams, do reviews, IDPs,
PRDs, go to leadership meetings, quarterly meetings. Only contractors
can stay focused on the job they were hired to do."
"I have a list of Items that have to be prioritized... I do what is most critical
first and work my way down the list. Many times the items are not things
that can be completed within a day so they carry over to the next day (or
next week) and the remainder of the items gets bumped out. I don't know
if this would be considered multitasking or not."
"It seems more sensible to work on equipment when it is available instead
of waiting on a job to be improperly scheduled. So I try to work on
equipment that needs repaired and work the schedule at the same time."
"Management refuses to fill vacant crew slot when someone takes off for
SL or AL causing constant overloading of tasks by remaining crew
members."
"Usually have several different things in the works at the same time."
"There are a lot of irons in the fire, and it isn't unusual to be working on
several things at the same time."
"I consider multi-tasking part of my routine job."
"It's impossible to schedule or identify all the work that needs to be done."
"I have to be flexible and work on something when it is available or the
conditions are correct. Supervision doesn't know how to do this and in all
fairness they shouldn't have to."
"I regularly find management encouraging multitasking which allows for
different perspectives and creative thinking."
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"I have a multiplicity of projects going on at all times."
"I see performing one than one task at a time as a positive virtue."
"It's part of the job description...operators MUST multitask."
"It's impossible to do more than one task at a time. What I do find,
however, is I'm often interrupted and have to stop one task to start
another before finishing the first task."
"I AM AN OPERATOR, EVERYTHING, ALL THE TIME."
"I can rarely finish with one task before being interrupted with another
request."
"In my opinion, unfinished work/housekeeping mostly forgotten because
the day before was so busy that you just finish the job at quitting so
housekeeping and sometime paper work was not completed because a
foreman will not allow OT for just housekeeping."
"Obviously one cannot actually perform more than one task at a time, but
there are always multiple tasks that need to be performed with varying
deadlines and little guidance on what is most important except how long
you expect it to take."
"If you cannot multitask you have no business working at [ ]."

Item 11

While doing my work, I am distracted or
interrupted…

(2.86)

Interruptions while doing work create classic setups for human error and
inefficiency. Studies have shown that when interrupted while performing
a cognitive task; it takes the average individual 20 minutes to mentally
regain the level of focus that existed prior to the interruption.
For [ ], survey respondents were very vocal in both scoring and followon commentary regarding the nature of their distractions and
interruptions. As previously discussed, the specific distractions and
interruptions having the greatest potential impact upon work being
performed include: “Information & Requirements Changes,” as well as,
“Equipment/Material/Condition Changes.” Interruptions by coworkers and
other External Sources (external phone calls/inquiries, etc.) also were
repeatedly noted, especially as distractions in the Control Room.
Actions can be taken to minimize distractions and interruptions in various
work locations / situations. Supervision should ensure that workers are
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interrupted as little as possible while performing tasks. Comments
associated with this question included:
"Engineering has moved away from supporting the plants, but the plants
are unaware of this shift."
"By having to make my own decisions. No one has ever trained us on the
job, how to implement the procedures that have been talked about."
"New work items can pop up at any time."
"Mostly by our leadership."
"Crews are continuously shorted when 4th man on crew is off on SL or AL
because management refuses to fill vacant slot with overtime causing
overloading of other 3 crew members because they maintain expectation
that crew carry load of missing member instead of covering with OP
Techs available to work."
"Being a FLS of a continuous operation, interruptions are expected to
occur so that proper guidance can be given on emergent issues."
"The control room is "Grand Central" station when it comes to
unnecessary meetings and traffic from people who have no business in
the control room."
"I believe (at least recently) most distractions have been from changes
being initiated by high level management. Of course change is needed
however the uncertainty and delayed responses allow for rumors to
propagate causing significant distractions."
"Would like to see coworkers use conference rooms for telecons in lieu of
sitting at work desk when 2 or more coworkers are involved."
"Someone always wants something. Usually a supervisor/manager who
can conceptualize WHY an operator might not answer a ringing phone."
"Interruptions and emergencies arise all the time."
"When dealing with high temps/pressure/voltages and
mechanical/electrical equipment anything can happen at any time. It
pays to be alert and flexible."
"That is one of the reasons I cannot get stuff done in a 8 hour Day
to interact with vendors, contractors, other techs, and repair other
problems that are left by the other two technicians because they know we
will fix the issue if able. Sounds like bragging, but, many examples can be
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given. I am not the best technician in the valley but I do my job and take
ownership of my plants."
"There's a lot of job changes. A lot of "do this quick job and continue on
what you were doing". Or "Plan has changed, help so and so"."
"Being the foreman the phone never stops ringing, always someone at
the gate, always an employee needing something, etc."
"People walk up to my cube, emails come in, people around me talking
about work or other things, etc."
"We are pulled in different directions almost on a daily basis. Most of this
could be resolved through better planning of work assignments by
supervision."
"Any problem, or question that comes up from anyone, internal ([ ]), or
external comes to the SOS office. My job is to run the powerhouse, but I
feel more like the information officer for the whole reservation. If
someone, anyone doesn't know what to do, or who to call they come to,
or call the SOS office. This behavior is encouraged by upper
management at [ ]. The SOS'S need to be left alone to run the
powerhouse."
"As a Control Room Unit Operator, having the responsibility of two (2)
Units and two (2) Scrubbers, plus all the Clearance writing for two (2)
Units, answering work phone almost (what seems) constantly, searching
for information (lack of decent Clearance Standards, procedures, UNID's,
etc.) and attending to Maintenance bureaucracy (signing on Clearances,
etc.). Seldom is it possible to complete one task without being pulled
away from it many times, then having to return and refocus. "
"Often we are distracted by items technically out of our job scope or
defined roles laid out for a specific day. Outside companies, outside
organizations, etc. typically show up at the site gate wanting or asking for
support from the site with no prior or previous calls or solicitations of
input."
"I don't know if I'm making the right decisions. Also other employees are
not interested in focusing on the work that needs to be completed."
"I receive a lot of phone calls from people wanting information that is
readily available to them if they took the time to look it up themselves. I
also get a lot of calls looking for the SOS."
"I feel as if management is always lurking around the corner trying to
catch me violating an HU tool. Makes for a distracting work environment
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During outages I regularly get pulled off of a job to perform a task on
another job. (Rigging, bridge crane operator, manlift/forklift operator)."
"Emerging issues are a common part of my job."
Next-Lowest Scoring Items (Yellow)
Item 57

We have an effective and user-friendly system for
documenting (and getting credit for) identifying and
implementing improvements.

(2.94)

This appears to be a predominant issue across [ ]. Whether the system
is hard to access or use, or is inadequate for the learning needed to
achieve and sustain next-level performance, this is an issue that must be
addressed.
Next-level performance is about behavior, and ultimately, culture change.
Systems and processes must compliment and reinforce desired change,
not be an inhibitor.
Comments associated with this item included:
"I have never seen anything like this. (unless I didn't understand the
question properly."
"We do not have any capable or user-friendly systems. Additionally, most
[ ] employees are not concerned with "getting credit for" ideas."
"Only if the plant manager is willing to take the time to document and
award the personnel. Plant manager here does a great job of this."
"It appears that the lack of coal powerhouse management experience and
a do as I say not as I do attitude promotes this environment."
"A person can get much more done when he does not care who gets
credit. Print updating is substandard at best."
"Only a hand full or people have ever gotten credit for identifying or
implementing improvements."
"We don’t need credit for doing our job, and we are supported by
management 100% on our site."
"[ ] is not a good system and it is worse since the last upgrade."
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"Look at the events and similar event...should not be seeing the same or
similar two years later...Also if an action plan was an important
improvement no one is rewarding according to the contribution."
"Gas group has just started the process."
"There is no such system."
"I am not aware of any such system."
"I'm not aware of any system. Once I read question 58 I realized you are
talking about [ ]. No change in my answer, it is not effective or userfriendly."
"[ ] is our system of record, and it is under-utilized."
"Which system is this?"
"I am not familiar with this system."
"Bucket Program, PERS, or Safety Suggestions."
"Still relies too much on word of mouth to a supervisor to document.
Where is this system? Outside of the Condition Reports entered for front
line employees. I could suggest a change in a meeting or via email to
management and it get lost in translation. "
"I ensure all drawing changes are captured at the site level, but this isn't
being captured in the [ ] and [ ]."
"Not sure if we even have such a thing."
"Not sure I have seen it in action."
"I'm not exactly sure what system is being referenced here?"
"I do think there should be some tangible method of recognition for
longevity of safe work practices. I have been working safely for 12 years
and have worked places where the reward for such a record would have
been a substantial gift."

Item 53

The Policies, Procedures, Written Instructions, and
Drawings/Diagrams that I use in my work are clear,
correct, and up-to-date.
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(3.04)

Again, this is indicated as a fairly consistent issue/frustration across [ ],
and is ultimately responsible for many other frustrations.
Adequate and accurate documentation is vital to highly reliable
operations. This is a classic aspect of the truth behind Practicing
Perfection® Precept #2: 84 to 94 percent of all human error can be
directly attributed to process, programmatic, or organizational
issues.
While it is recognized that ‘fixing’ all drawings, prints, and procedures is a
monumental undertaking, it is imperative in the scheme of sustainable
performance improvement. The good news is that when
systems/processes are modified to allow the workforce more latitude and
autonomy in ‘fixing’ things, many such issues can be resolved relatively
rapidly and without major capital expenditure.
Comments associated with this item included:
"Configuration management gaps. I have received feedback from
engineering we have a number of gaps where configuration has not been
properly managed in the past."
"Work packages are vague."
"Procedures in [ ] need a lot of work. Outage SMP or terrible. We have
had little time and resources to fix them."
"This has been an issue ever since I have been here. Gas Turbine."
"Drawings are almost impossible to find. Almost all drawings are
inaccurate in some way. Redlines haven't always been issued in the past
after projects and many plants perform work without telling anybody."
"This is a major issue."
"[ ] configuration items (drawings, procedures, UNIDs) are severely
lacking. Plant personnel are often left to "figure things out on their own"."
"In engineering, middle management uses procedures to try to help the
organization gain advantage over other organizations."
"Print changes are behind and need to be cleaned up ASAP."
"There are very few procedures and written instructions for work
performed on plant equipment."
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"OUR DRAWINGS HAVE NOT BEEN UPDATED AS THEY SHOULD
HAVE BEEN FROM YEARS PAST. WORKING TO IMPROVE."
"Seldom have work packages and prints are outdated on lots of systems."
"They're up to date, but management doesn't read them and new
employees are not even told they exist."
"People often follow pamphlet/suggestions and treat them as "must" when
they are not a requirement. Use more command words in policies and do
not in suggestions/pamphlet/informational."
"Many prints here are out of date or just not available. The [ ] system is a
good example. But not nearly the only example."
"New processes do a poor job on prints procedures."
"Drawings/Diagrams and Prints are behind. Numerous new systems
have been installed with no updated prints or procedure. Almost a learn
as you go atmosphere."
"These are not where they need to be due to years of inattention."

Item 15

Trust permeates my work location.

(3.09)

This is an issue with several apparent causes:


Fallout from previous executive regimes, especially 2010-2011
where the “hammer” was the operative tool, and demands for
compliance created a culture of fear.



Political ‘attacks’ on the power generation industry (especially
coal), resulting in excessive capital needed to comply. Since
capital is limited, it has apparently been taken from staffing,
Operations, and Maintenance budgets.



Uncertainty because of the increased regulations and sustainable
viability of older generation facilities (especially coal).



Cheap natural gas prices, which have (of necessity) cut operating
budgets of virtually all generation facilities.



Cuts/changes to retirement and benefits (real or perceived),
causing a sense of betrayal by many in the workforce
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Inadequate change management

Trust is critical to the reliable and sustainable operation of any
organization. The correlation between higher trust levels and higher
performance levels has been well documented.
This is a key area for [ ] to address. Some of the Survey written
comments and the interviews have suggested a trend toward declining
trust. Factors that seem to be contributing are inadequate communication
at a number of levels, particularly between corporate and local
management, and between departments.
There is a perception of conflicting goals at different levels of
management, coupled with the perception that management and union
members do not get along, causing workers to have to ‘choose sides’.
Many written comments reflect that trust is good or average between
coworkers, but that employee trust toward supervision and above is
minimal.
Some also perceive that the focus has moved so far toward cost
containment and productivity that margins in safety have been
compromised. Unclear processes and procedures, not fully
communicated, not fully understood, and unevenly applied, also breeds
mistrust. The troubled communication, combined with short staffing and
excessive workload, have given some the impression that cost savings
are more important than employee safety.
Written comments provided with this item included:
"Trust within the plant is good. However, the trust of our corporate level is
not at all. It’s difficult to trust leaders that make millions and then decide to
cut workers benefits."
"I work in a tight knit group with personalities that mesh well. We all lean
on each other to help get the job done."
"This is the most hateful place I have ever worked."
"Hostile work environment has created an "each man for himself"
mentality in many of my co-workers."
"I think most employees trust their coworkers and immediate managers,
but have no trust in VPs and above."
"I believe there is a lot of trust with [ ] due to the open communication of
information given to the site management team."
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"I do not trust anyone above my first-line manager. They say and do
opposing things at times. There are a lot of political moves being made
around [ ]. I'm not always sure I can trust my first-line manager."
"I believe I am trusted, but I am not blind, and I do recognize that there is
a trust issue between the Trades and Labor employees at the site. I do
not think it is any one person, as I think all involved have contributed to
the issue."
"People either assume managers are liars, back-stabbers, or have no
backbone and that favoritism and nepotism is just a part of working for
[ ]."
"In immediate management high level of trust, in senior management low
level of trust."
"At [ ] union guys have been taught not to trust management, and I
believe in a similar way, management is "educated" not to trust union
employees. I trust my supervisor, past him, not so much."
"There is a very strong feeling of us vs them concerning trades and labor
and management. We cannot trust management to do the right thing, only
to do what they feel will impress their superiors."
"I trust my co-workers. But I don't have a lot of trust in management."
"No rational person trusts management. The left-wing political decision to
close our plant, lay off half of our people, and raise our power rates
makes it impossible to trust Corporate personnel. Local management
trust is on a case-by-case basis."
"Plant level trust is high, but corporate level trust is not. All the changes in
the company have caused employees to be very reserved."
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Additional Data Slices
The numerical data acquired through the Survey responses was also
analyzed by Position Designation (Job Title) and by longevity. The
results of these are illustrated in Figures 7 and 8.
Survey Score by Job Title
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Figure 7
A higher overall score indicates a perception of a less error-likely
environment for an associated position/area of responsibility. Within [ ],
the [ ] and [ ] scored highest. This typically means that these positions
perceive a lessor error-likely environment than the other positions. [ ]
and [ ] on the other hand, perceive their environments to be more errorlikely. Note that no responses were received for [ ].
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Survey Scores by Longevity
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Figure 8
Employees with <1 year service typically provide (by a wide margin) the
highest scores on the Survey. This is indicative of what is referred to as
the "honeymoon period" for new workers. The scores then generally
decrease as longevity increases up to 20 years, then pop back up for
those of >20 years.
The [ ] numbers are somewhat different than we have typically seen in
other organizations. The general pattern of scores is relatively high
consistently during tenure, with a slight dip post 20-year period.
Based upon the responses of XX employees, the first-year scores are
significantly lower than what we typically see. This may be due to
understaffing and communications issues indicated elsewhere in the
Survey scores and written comments. Such circumstances/conditions
can make it difficult, complex, and frustrating to learn, acquire necessary
information, and get qualified. This is an issue worth noting.
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Interview & Observation Insights
Interviews & Site Visits were conducted at XX of the [ ] locations. There
were several key questions asked during the interview process and
additional insights were gained through site tours and onsite observation.
Collectively, these interactions have revealed some common elements
currently causing challenges, which are summarized as follows:


73.5% (XX of XX) of scheduled interviews were completed. While
plants were notified in advance, interviewees were often not aware of
their schedule until the day of (or sometimes the time of) the
appointment. Replacements typically were not available, though most
plants worked to rearrange the schedule as necessary to support
interview completion.



This indicates (1) communications issues between Corporate and site
locations, (2) a lack of support for Corporate efforts at the site level, or
(3) such restrictive staffing that even with advance notification,
workers could not be made available for the interviews.



Participants, for the most part, were professional, cooperative, and
candid in their responses. Anonymity was a significant and common
concern, with some requiring personal promises from the interviewer
that their names would not be used in the reports. This reinforces the
trust issues previously discussed.



Interviewees did not express any specific concerns for retaliation or
consequences, and no instances of harassment, intimidation,
retaliation or discrimination (based on prior issues) were reported or
identified. However, there was common ‘tribal knowledge’ that one
engineer (possibly at corporate) had been reprimanded for expressing
an opinion in response to a survey or interview, but none had firsthand knowledge of the alleged victim.



This reduction of trust could be the result of the cost-reduction
activities and recent cuts to the retirement program, among other
things. There was a prevalent impression of betrayal and
abandonment.



Five individuals reported that they refused to take the online survey,
because, “If that is what corporate wants, they aren’t going to get it!”
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Identified Safety Significant Concerns
Safety significant concerns identified during plant observations/interviews and
reported directly to Plant Managers and/or the CAP Program Manager included:
1. [ ] – Fire Plan cannot be implemented as written – currently two years
out-of-date with no resolution in sight. No onsite, assigned, responsible
fire-protection personnel, and no SCBA equipment or Turnout gear as
specified in plan. Current oral instructions are to abandon the plant in the
event of fire, and report to the assembly area. There is no ability to escort
or lead local fire department responders.
2. [ ]– Clearance/Tagout Process only requires one signature to hang a
clearance – there is no second check required.
3. [ ]- [ ] transformer heat detectors out of service since 20XX because of
grounds.
4. [ ] – Fire Alarm Pull Box in [ ] out of commission and hanging loose.
5. [ ] – [ ] fire detection and alarm out of commission due to bad circuit
board that cannot be replaced due to inadequate monthly budget.
6. [ ] – Alternate Fire Pump was out of service for approximately XX
months (has since been returned to service).
7. [ ] – Insufficient staffing – current unfilled positions leave bare minimum
necessary to perform daily tasks – one person off sick, on leave, or in
training, and there will not be sufficient personnel to execute [ ] safely.
8. [ ] – personnel access the facility for maintenance without notifying plant
staff because they have access working from the shared [ ] facilities.

Observed Strengths


Most personnel appear to be dedicated and committed to high
standards, and in some cases, seem to be holding the plants together
primarily by their willingness to work under very difficult conditions.



Healthy HU practices appear to be ingrained within individuals in
many cases. One tour guide suggested discontinuing the tour
because of accumulated ice on walkways and stairs. An interviewee
took responsibility for a faulty extension cord in the conference room
we were using, tied it up for repair or disposal and took it to the
electric shop- despite not being an electrician or ‘in-plant’ worker.
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Observed Areas for Improvement
Overall, the work culture seems ‘troubled’; however, it proved challenging to get
an accurate read. While there are commonalities between [ ], [ ], and [ ], there
are also distinct differences.


There are fundamental communications issues that appear to impact
virtually everyone.



Planning work with more than just a few hours advanced notice
seems to be a significant challenge at most plants.



Some plants look good, others look abandoned in place.



Budgets are extremely tight.



Most units are short-staffed, meaning allocated positions are not filled.



A thorough understanding of the fundamentals of HU appears to be
lacking in corporate processes and directives, e.g. self-pre-job briefing
on the job site as if it were the two-minute rule.

Specific Interview Responses
Interviewees reported irritations and frustration encountered in day-to-day
work including:


Poor communications: corporate, local management, horizontally
between departments. Communication between management, the
union, and other employees.



Interruptions



Dysfunctional and counterproductive pre-job brief process



Excessive workload – too few people, unfilled positions. Lack of
people/material/tools on the job site.



Redundant paperwork and excessive paperwork burden.



Ineffective procurement process



Budget insufficient for maintenance of facilities



Conflicting goals between corporate and local management
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Availability of proper tools. Ineffective HU tool implementation.



Most of those interviewed offered a reasonable working definition for
accountability.



There was a reasonable understanding of human error across the
population interviewed. While most did not have a text book
explanation, most could work through examples and actual events to
identify human error.



Some, but not many, of those interviewed identified recent human
error events at their facility. Most used older examples and sometimes
related events that were not error-driven.



Opinions varied on the type of learning gained from errors. Some
reported good in-house learning from local events. Others reported no
learning from events at other sites. Many reported that they put forth
effort to learn from events when they were notified, but that the format
and mechanism of event reporting made learning difficult and
confusing.

Data & Document Reviews
Documents submitted for review were assessed individually to determine
potential risks and opportunities for improvement in how the specific report was
developed and presented. Documents were assessed collectively by type to
identify programmatic risks and opportunities for improvement.
This is a rapid snapshot assessment of a small sample of documents and
procedures available in the Human Performance and Corrective Actions Program
and is not to be interpreted as a critical analysis of overall strengths and
weaknesses of [ ] programs. Where appropriate, recommendations are
provided that should assist in improving long-term programmatic performance.
The following document/data reviews were completed by [ ] during the [ ]
Culture Profile process:








Causal Analyses (7 documents)
Assessments (6 documents)
Operating Experience (13 documents)
Corrective Action / Human Performance Metrics
Procedures (8 documents)
Observation Process (9 documents)
Observation Documentation (6 documents)
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General Review Observations
NOTE:
It is recognized that the Corrective Action Program and [ ] (in
general) are in a state of evolution, and some of the documents
reviewed are in the early stages of implementation and refinement.
As such, these observations are intended to be helpful in further
development and refinement.



Many of the reviewed documents make declarations relative to analysis,
observations, and assessments; however, assertions about whether (or
not) the analysis, observed behavior, or assessed activity were
appropriate/adequate/compliant are often absent.



References to standards of any type are uncommon. While there were
exceptions, it is difficult to distinguish between what is acceptable and
what is not in the absence of these standards.



The Observation Program documents as reviewed were thorough and
consistent within the historical tradition of observations as a method of
compliance enforcement. For reasons documented in the Observation
Program and Processes section, it is strongly recommended that these
procedures NOT be implemented. Substituting a well-designed Mentoring
program in its place will produce immediate long-term behavior changes
that will be demonstrably more effective in the reduction of error and
elimination of events.

Causal Analysis
Seven causal analysis documents were reviewed including four PowerPoint
presentations, two Apparent Cause Evaluations, and one Root Cause Analysis.
It is important to note that PowerPoint presentations are typically executive
summaries. Such summaries tend to mask any detailed analysis that was used
to draw the conclusions presented. Therefore, assessing PowerPoint
presentations does not necessarily provide a good opportunity to assess the
actual analysis process.
General Causal Analysis Observations


Use of the term ‘root cause’ is distracting and misleading, as it is a rare
event that does not have a multitude of causal factors that contribute to its
magnitude and severity. A focus upon finding and fixing a singular ‘root
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cause’ tends to ignore other contributors at the peril of potential
recurrence.


Some of the events assessed ended with human error as a cause or
contributor. Ending an investigation with such a determination precludes
discovery and correction of the factors that created the environment for
the human error to have occurred in the first place. Contemporary
references suggest that human error is rarely an end point to an
investigation, but more accurately, a symptom of where the actual
contributing factors can be found.



Counter-factuals (actions or events expected to occur, but that did not
actually occur) are common across the provided documents. Causal
analysis that relies on events that did not occur, in contrast to the events
that did occur, tends to result in corrective actions based upon
speculation. Such corrective actions are vulnerable and potentially
ineffective in preventing recurrence.



It appears that a significant level of effort and expense were put into the
majority of the documents reviewed. While the investigations and
analysis produce a lot of detail, they do not appear to generate corrective
actions that consistently address the causes of specific failures.



Corrective actions often seemed disconnected from addressing the
issues contributing to the event. In some cases, it was difficult to see how
a proposed corrective action was realistic or consistent with the objective
of preventing recurrence.



Industry experience with the practices identified during this review
suggest that recurrence of the same (or similar) events is likely.

Causal Analysis Recommendations


Eliminate the concept of a singular ‘root cause’ from procedures,
processes and communications.



Ensure that investigations do not end with “human error” as a causal
factor.



Evaluate the effectiveness of the existing Corrective Actions Review
Board (CARB) and modify as necessary to produce relevant corrective
actions.

Causal Analysis Documents Reviewed


[documents reviewed listed here]
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Assessments
Six assessment documents, including five assessments and one assessment
status summary, were reviewed.
General Assessments Observations


Photos are a great idea, making it easy for those being assessed to see
what the assessor saw, and to see why the object(s) of focus was
considered a strength or a “delta” (not meeting expectations). The use of
photos makes clear what was seen, compared to what the assessor
expected to see. This is a great way to help communicate expectations
and increase the value of the assessment.



Members of the assessment ‘team’ are not being identified in the
documentation. Identifying the members of the assessment team as a
standard practice reinforces the expectation that all personnel are
accountable, including the assessors, and makes it easy to validate the
observations and/or resolve questions.



It is not clear from the assessments that there is a uniform understanding
of what ‘good’ looks like. Observations are made but comparison
standards are absent or not communicated.

Assessments Recommendations


Assess the current format, and redesign to make it easier to gather the
‘takeaways’.



Consider using an ‘expected vs. observed’ structure to make standards
clear.



Include names of the assessment team to demonstrate accountability and
make follow-up easier.

Assessment Documents Reviewed


[Assessments reviewed listed here]
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Operating Experience (OPEX)
Thirteen operating experience documents were reviewed, including eight [ ]
communications, four [ ] Alerts, and one [ ] Human Performance OPEX Alert.
General Operating Experience Observations


While there were both positive and negative exceptions noted, the overall
content of the OPEX documents was adequate.



The existing approach to communication of OPEX seems to ‘normalize’
all OPEX to the same standard, meaning that there were some reports
that magnified the importance of non-actionable issues (overturned truck
near work zone), while minimizing concerns that should have required
immediate organization wide activity (e.g., chain hoist failure)



OPEX documents are generated by at least three different sources with
different management and different priorities. All three are configured to
look very similar, but not the same. This creates confusion. It is hard to
tell what’s important and what’s not.

Operating Experience Recommendations


Create a distinctive look, format, and content for each of the three OPEX
categories, or combine them into one to reduce overhead and confusion.

Operating Experience Documents Reviewed


[OPEX documents reviewed listed here]
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Human Performance Metrics
One performance indicator document related to the Corrective Actions and
Human Performance program was reviewed.
General Metrics Observations


When viewed on the computer, the metrics report provides the ability to
‘drill down’ to understand the basis for the current state of the indicator.
This provides valuable insight.



Tracking only / rejected CRs are not measured. Incorporating a
system/routine for regularly inspecting ‘tracking only’ and ‘rejected’ CRs
for human performance (HU) issues can provide valuable insights. CRs
are rejected, or determined to be ‘tracking only’, because nothing was
‘broken’, therefore it is assumed that the CAP can’t ‘fix’ them. When
such CRs are reviewed for associated HU issues, associated actions
(when appropriate) can then be taken before an issue becomes an event.



There is no included trending information. Trends reveal the health of the
program by demonstrating the effectiveness of actions taken. When
quality information is being put into the system, assessment of trends,
especially relative to human performance issues, is more valuable than
info ascertained from discreet events. This is because trends can be
predictive: are we getting better, or are we getting worse?



The report does not currently invoke any accountability on the part of
responsible parties. There needs to be an analysis or explanation, as well
who is responsible (by when), for taking associated corrective actions.

Metrics Recommendations


Include regular assessment of HU issues identified in ‘tracking-only’ or
‘rejected’ CRs.



Include trends for evaluation as part of the standard report.



For yellow and red indicators, and any trend in the negative direction,
have responsible parties include a discussion that explains why the
indicator is in the state it’s in (analysis) and what actions are being taken
to mitigate and correct the situation.

Metrics Reviewed


[Metrics reviewed listed here]
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Procedures
Eight procedures were reviewed including seven general [ ] procedures, and
one procedure specific to [ ] division.
General Procedure Observations


There is always a concern for implementing change without proper
change management. It appears that, in many cases, appropriate change
management processes are not being effectively utilized to
communicate/implement changes to procedures.



Making changes that cannot be executed properly, regardless of
reasoning, creates complications – individuals will find workarounds and
worse, and the effort risks becoming just one more corporate ‘program’
discarded by the wayside.



Utilizing process flowcharts during procedure development, especially
prior to the creation of numbered steps, greatly enhances the ability to
generate procedures that are internally consistent and externally
connected. One partial example of the use of this approach was
observed in the review of these procedures.



The Corrective Action Program (CAP) and associated causal analysis
procedures seem strongly connected to the historical concept of a
singular root cause. This is in contrast to the contemporary trend, which
recognizes that virtually all events have multiple contributors, where
elimination of any one could have precluded the specific event (but not
necessarily similar events). This requires a much more comprehensive
scope to the analysis, and potentially a broader scope to corrective
actions than that associated with the singular ‘root cause’ approach.



In the Corrective Action Program, human performance Cause Codes
(HE$) suggest that at some point, events can be identified as being
caused by human error. Studies in high-risk organizations suggest that
events caused by human error are rare, usually limited to willful, reckless,
or negligent behavior. As specified in Practicing Perfection® Precept #2,
84 to 94 percent of all human error can be directly attributed to process,
programmatic, or organizational issues.
This suggests that ending a causal analysis with human error terminates
an analysis before discovering the underlying contributors. “Human error”
should be where the investigation truly begins, rather than ends.



In Human Performance (HU), it is very easy to confuse errors and events.
In a simple sense, errors are nothing more than mistakes, and events are
mistakes with adverse consequences. Most HU professionals agree that
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all events are preventable. When it comes to human error however,
human beings are fallible (which means that on any given day, anyone
can (and does) make mistakes). The intent of human performance
enhancement efforts must be to draw the incidence of human error to the
lowest possible levels of frequency and severity, while preventing events
from ever occurring.
Believing that all errors are preventable produces a misunderstanding of
human behavior that leads one to believe that when a mistake is made,
the individual is to blame. This has been a travesty over time, since (as
previously indicated), most of the times human error occurs in the
workplace, the individual involved is “set up” by a combination of latent
organizations weaknesses (landmines) present within existing processes,
programs, and/or organizational structures.
During the 1970’s and 80’s, the U.S Navy promoted a “zero error” policy.
This resulted in a culture of blame, and a breakdown of personal integrity
where people would not identify errors. Because of the catastrophic
consequences of personal blame, it became essentially impossible for the
organization to learn.


The Pre-Job Brief (PJB) is generally accepted to be a conditional Human
Performance tool, used primarily in high-risk situations. Current [ ]
procedure requirements identify the PJB as a fundamental tool to be used
all the time, reducing both its significance and effectiveness.

Procedure Recommendations


Implement the use of an effective change management process for
procedure changes, development, and implementation.



Incorporate flow-charting into the process of procedure development.



Eliminate ‘singular root cause’ thinking from all causal analysis processes
and procedures.



Revise causal analysis procedures and processes to eliminate “human
error” as a cause, except in the cases of willful, reckless, or negligent
behavior.



Clearly define thresholds of what classifies as an event vice an error.
Evaluate Human Performance procedures, programs, and processes to
ensure that the concepts of error and event are clearly communicated,
and that these terms are not used interchangeably.



Change the Pre-Job Brief from a fundamental to a situational HU tool.
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Procedures Reviewed


[Procedures reviewed listed here]

Observation Process and Associated Procedures
Nine observation documents were reviewed including five Human Performance
Tool observation forms, and four Summary Human Performance reports, as well
as the previously reported [ ].

General Observation Process Observations


The proposed observation process analysis, like observation processes in
general, does not account for the Hawthorne effect, the change in
behaviors that occurs when somebody is being watched. It matters little
what employees do when they are being watched, the real question
being, “what do they do when they are not being watched?” Evaluating
observation program effectiveness based on scores generated during
observations does not connect to the desired outcome – reduction of
errors and elimination of events.



There is substantial difference between observation to ensure
compliance, and that of coaching and mentoring with the intent of
improving performance. The statistical analysis of an observation
program might indicate areas of concern during the observed individuals’
collective best efforts, but at the other end of the spectrum, mentoring
produces immediate, lasting changes in behaviors, even when the
behaviors already exceed the minimum acceptable. In addition, when
done properly, such mentoring serves to build relationships, and
promotes “one team”.



Observation programs assess the statistical performance of all individuals
involved, while mentoring addresses individual behavior changes while
they are being observed.



Effectively influencing behavior is a developed skill that requires training
and practice not automatically (nor typically) inherent in managers and
supervisors scheduled/required to perform observations.



If the Human Performance observation program is intended to change
behaviors, which is how errors are reduced and events are eliminated,
there is no substitute for the Manager/Supervisor engagement generated
through a healthy mentoring approach.
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Observation Process Recommendations


Do NOT implement the proposed observation program.



Replace it with a well-designed mentoring process such as Practicing
Perfection® Principle Based Mentoring™.

Observation Process Documents Reviewed


[Observation process documents reviewed listed here]

Observation Documentation
Six Observation Detail documents were reviewed.
General Observation Documentation Observations


Appropriate comments are provided in previous sections.

Observation Documentation Recommendations


Do not implement Observation Detail documentation as submitted.
Substitute a Mentoring program as previously discussed with its
associated documentation of management/supervisory time in the field.

Observation Documentation Reviewed


[Observation detail documents reviewed listed here]
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Conclusions
Summary of Current State
Based upon our analysis, the majority of team members of [ ] (those who were
interviewed and/or responded to the online Survey) are indeed committed to
safe, reliable, and event-free operations of their facilities.
Based upon analysis of the responses, observations, and interviews, apathy
does not appear to be the issue, at least not among the majority. This is good
news; however, frustration levels appear to be high (and growing), while trust
levels appear to be diminishing.
It appears that the levels of frustration have been rising over the past few years
due to the following:


The ongoing political ‘attack’ on the [ ] industry (and non-renewable
power generation in general), has greatly increased regulatory
requirements and scrutiny. This combined with significant financial
constraints caused by (1) inexpensive natural gas, and (2) the slowing of
the overall economy, have created an environment where requirements
are ‘piling on’ while work force levels and O&M budgets are being
reduced.
This combination has a substantial impact upon worker frustration levels,
which directly impacts human performance. In addition, changes to
benefits brought on by economic constraints tend to promote an “us-vsthem” perspective between management and the frontline, and leave
some workers with a feeling of being ‘betrayed’ or ‘abandoned’.



In 2009, [ ] launched a substantial effort to promote/employ the Error
Elimination Tools™. PPI was involved in this effort, having filled an order
for 25,000 Tools handbooks, and having conducted training at some
facilities, including [ ]. It appears that this overall effort was successful,
because (1) there was apparently a fairly dramatic reduction in errors
during the roll-out, and (2) a generally high level of awareness of the
Tools is apparent across [ ].
This being said, the [ ] Executive ‘regime’ in place between 2010 and
2011 apparently employed a “hammer” philosophy, and invoked a culture
of fear. While the current ‘C-Suite’ apparently supports a sound and
healthy approach to human performance, much of the fallout from the
previous regime has yet to be overcome.
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As the overall ‘tenor’ in the power generation industry has become more
burdensome and financially constrained, there appears to be inconsistent
leadership across the [ ] organization. External demands and
constraints, combined with this inconsistency and an apparent lack of
adequate communications, appears to be having substantially negative
effects on overall trust levels within and across the organization.



While there is overall awareness of the Error Elimination Tools™, it is
questionable whether most workers have ‘internalized’ their use, or
whether it is seen as an administrative requirement.



There is an apparent effort afloat to adopt/mandate an
“observation/coaching” program based upon the collection and analysis of
data. This effort should be stopped immediately. It essentially does more
harm than good. The US Nuclear industry, having employed such
programs for the past 15+ years, has come to the same conclusion. This
will be discussed in more detail in the Recommendation section of this
report.

Key Areas Affecting Performance
The following areas are those that appear to be currently causing the greatest
challenge to event-free operations:
Trust Levels
For reasons already cited, trust levels across the [ ] workforce appear to be
marginal and diminishing. This appears most predominant between ‘frontline’
members of the workforce and [ ] ‘corporate’. This is typically where lowest
levels of trust reside due to (1) the further you are from the ‘source’ the more
likely you are to distrust, and (2) multiple layers of communication between
the ‘top’ and the ‘frontline’ tend to diminish (or withhold) positives and to
amplify negatives.
In addition to an apparent distrust of senior leadership, trust at the work
locations is also approaching unhealthy levels. While not ‘broken’ (with an
overall Survey score of 3.09), it is approaching unhealthy levels. Based upon
written comments, organizational constraints caused by changing external
conditions is a key factor. This is apparently being exacerbated through
inconsistent leadership, inadequate communications, and a growing “us-vsthem” mindset.
This is a significant issue. If [ ] is to achieve and sustain next-level
performance, the negative trend in trust must be turned around and restored
to healthy levels.
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Doing ‘More with Less’
“Doing more with less” has, unfortunately become the ‘mantra’ of many
organizations over the past several years. No organization has ever ‘cut’ its
way to greatness.
Based upon metrics, document/data observations, and team member
comments, there is a current sense of ‘piling on’, while resources (staffing
and financial) are being reduced. This combination is unsustainable.
In the power generation industry, economic and regulatory realities have,
over the past several years, imposed dramatic constraints upon what once
was a ‘cost + percent profit’ business model. Such constraints must, of
necessity, impact where, how, and how much, money is expended to conduct
business. It is critically important to be ‘smart’ in such an environment.
In 2014, the Chief Nuclear Officers (CNOs) across the US nuclear generation
industry cited “cumulative impact” as their number one challenge toward
safely and reliably running nuclear power plants. In the face of de-regulation
and inexpensive natural gas, many nuclear plants across the country had
become [almost] economically unviable. How could this possibly have
happened when (1) nuclear fuel costs were down, (2) capacity factors were at
an all-time high, and (3) safety numbers were ‘off the charts’ (in a positive
direction)? It’s because the industry succumbed to the ‘trap’ of “more is
better”. This was partly the fault of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC), partly because of the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO),
and partly due to internal pressures/desires at the plant/company level.
[ ] must learn from the experiences of commercial nuclear power industry.
External requirements and economic constraints must be faced with resolve
for doing what’s ‘right’, not merely saying ‘yes’ to everything that comes
along. “More” is NOT better. “Smart” is better.
The reality is, you CANNOT do “more” with “less”; that is, not without
impacting safety, reliability, and the potential for human error and events.
While external challenges and constraints are not likely to go away or
diminish any time soon, internally, through smart decisions, smart actions,
and proper focus on next-level human performance, [ ] can [collectively]
figure out how to do “less”, while improving safety, reliability, and productivity.
This is the key to sustainability in today’s environment.
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Distractions/Interruptions
The two lowest-scoring items on the [ ] Culture Survey were multi-tasking
(2.53), and distractions/interruptions (2.86). Distractions/Interruptions was
also cited by the largest number of respondents as a significant contributor to
an error-likely environment. Relative to this, however, only 13.7% of the
respondents cited this as a contributor, which is much lower than average
across the organizations for which PPIG has conducted Culture Surveys.
What was interesting was the causes of the distractions/interruptions.
Equipment/Material Condition Changes
Respondents cited this (by a substantial margin) as the most significant
source of distraction/interruption in the work environment. This is the first
time we have ever seen this as such a substantial contributor. Even if
equipment and material changes are occurring rapidly, appropriate
communications should preclude them from being distracting/interrupting to
the day-to-day work environment. This is a direct indication of poor change
management.
Information or Requirements Changes
This was cited by respondents as the second-highest source of
distraction/interruption in the work environment. Once again, we have not
before seen this as such a significant contributor to error-likeliness within the
work environment. It is likely that this is the result of (1) a spectrum of
technology disbursed across the fleet (old vs new), (2) subscription to the
“more is better” mindset, (3) inconsistent leadership across the sites, and (4)
inadequate change management.
Control Room Distraction
Operators in plant control rooms were quite vocal about the level of
distraction and interruption regularly occurring with plant control rooms.
Bordering upon being a safety issue, it makes no sense for plant control
operators to be working in environments that apparently span the spectrum
from primary meeting places, to social hangouts. Control Rooms should be
‘inviolate’, with access controlled by the senior Operator. All business /
conversation not directly related to plant operations should be conducted
elsewhere.
This may be an issue across the entire [ ] organization; however it is unlikely
that such conditions exist within [ ] nuclear units. In 2009, PPI completed a
Culture Profile of the [ ] ]. The following comments were included in the
Conclusions section of that document:
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Control Room Environment
There appear to be three areas of specific challenge:


The level of distraction and interruption within the
Control Room.
This is of particular concern in a working environment
where most of the job functions require a high level of
cognition. The most-cited distractions/interruptions are:
o

o

o

Excessive phone calls, especially under abnormal
conditions, many of which could (and should)
easily be handled elsewhere. This appears to be
of particular challenge to the Transmission
Operators.
Excessive alarms, resulting not only in distraction,
but in the potential to miss an important alarm
amidst the otherwise less important / nuisance
alarms
People inappropriately congregating in the Control
Room.

All of the conditions indicated above were mentioned within the written
comments provided by [ ] Control Room Operators.
Systems/Structures
There is significant frustration with various systems and structures. Systems for
both reporting errors (3.14) and for documenting improvements (2.94) scored
relatively low.


It is difficult (if not impossible) for an organization to learn if information is
not accurately reported and investigated when things to do not go as
planned or expected. Maximo was cited by several respondents as
difficult/cumbersome. Some indicated that the latest version made it
worse. For an error/condition reporting system to be truly valuable, it
must be (1) accessible by all, and (2) fast, simple and easy to use.



Many indicated no awareness of any type of system for documenting /
getting credit for removing landmines or making improvements. It was
also interesting to note that several respondents indicated somewhat of a
negative perception of ‘getting credit’. The realities are two-fold:
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o

What you focus upon expands- in other words, if systems are only
designed to focus upon / highlight the negatives, there will
ultimately be more negatives, and

o

It is an intrinsic aspect of human nature to want to matter- to want
to make a difference. A system that provides a fast, simple, and
easy mechanism for tracking, trending, and getting credit for,
improvements helps to satisfy this need while promoting a “one
team” approach, both vertically and horizontally across the
organization

Outdated and inaccurate procedures, prints, drawings, etc., greatly impact
productivity and directly increase the potential for errors. Whatever systems
[ ] currently has (or does not have) in place for updating procedures, prints,
and drawings, do not appear to be effective in this area.
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Recommendations
The purpose of this Culture Profile has been to identify the cultural aspects of [ ] that
are making day-to-day operations within the organization more (or less) error-likely.
While some strengths and positives have been noted, the overriding intent has been to
identify areas, both tangible and cultural, where proper actions taken will provide the
most benefit.
Per the contract for this exercise, it is our intent to now provide recommendations on
specific actions that [ ] can take to improve culture relative to worker perception of
“human performance” and desired behaviors. In addition, we are providing a
recommended conceptual business model upon which overall human performance
enhancement efforts can be framed in a manner that capitalizes upon existing strengths
while sustainably addressing the deficiencies identified herein.
Attachment B (HU Blueprint™) and Attachment C (Human Performance Conceptual
Business Model) provide the framework for implementation of essentially all
recommendations.
There are three foundational concepts upon which to build and sustain next-level human
performance. There are:
1. All progress begins by telling the truth
2. An organization must be run on principles. Running an organization on principles
allows people with differing values to work together effectively. There are a
handful of Core Principles that should form the basis for all strategies, tactics,
decisions, actions and interactions. These should be clearly defined as the initial
step of any effort to achieve/sustain next-level performance.
3. There are four essential precepts that form the foundation of all human
performance:
a. Things are the way they are because they got that way
b. 84 to 94 percent of all human error can be directly attributed to process,
programmatic, and/or organizational issues
c. People come to work wanting to do a good job
d. People who do the work are the ones who have the answers
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Setting the Tone for Moving Forward…
‘One Size does NOT ‘Fit All’
[ ] is a diverse organization. This is true geographically, as well as relative to
the mix/age of facilities. As such, cultural differences exist across the
organization. The first point to note, even relative to the recommendations in this
document is- ‘one size’ does NOT ‘fit all’. Edicts delivered from the Corporate
level (from ‘on high’) have very little potential for succeeding consistently across
the fleet.
In the story of Nehemiah, a cup-bearer to the King (Nehemiah) orchestrated the
rebuilding of the wall of Jerusalem. The task was completed in 52 days with no
army, no cadre of skilled craftsmen, and very few ‘upfront’ resources. How was
this accomplished? By having the residents of Jerusalem rebuild the sections of
the wall directly in front of their homes. This ancient story offers great wisdom
relative to culture transformation across the [ ] fleet.
The Conceptual Business Model provided in Attachment C is designed to
capitalize upon this very concept. Depending upon their size / site population,
each site should have their own “human performance organization”, which in
PPIG terms we refer to as the “Performance Improvement Team” (or “PIT
Crew”). This is a team of volunteers committed to the constant and never-ending
improvement of performance at their site. Doing things this way imparts a sense
of ownership that is simply not achievable when plant workers are simply,
“beholden to corporate.”
Such an arrangement, however, is only possible with proper training/learning on
behalf of the plant staff, and consistent leadership across the organization. This
will be explained further with the HU Blueprint™ (Attachment B) is discussed
later on within these Recommendations.
Do NOT ‘Go Nuclear’
There has been a tendency, especially within fleets having both nuclear and nonnuclear assets (such as [ ]), to want to do “what nuclear does.” This has been
traditionally driven from ‘on high’, where senior leaders, perhaps having come
from the nuclear industry, tend to think that the ‘nuclear’ way must be the ‘right
way.’
Collectively, PPIG has had significant experience within the nuclear industry.
Two of the people involved in the creation of this Profile, [ ] and [ ], have
extensive nuclear backgrounds. Between the two of them lies over 60 total years
of nuclear experience in Operations, Human Performance, Regulatory Affairs,
Self-Assessments, Corrective Action; many of the specific fields addressed within
this report.
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When PPI (USA) was founded in 2005, the intent was to take the ‘good stuff’ that
had been learned within nuclear, and make it tangible, palatable, affordable, and
sustainable for organizations outside of nuclear. Until 2014, when “cumulative
impact” hit the scene, it was an uphill battle attempting to convince the nonnuclear assets within fleets having nuclear assets, that the ‘nuclear way’ was
wasteful and simply not sustainable. This ‘uphill battle’ has now turned into a
less-obstacle-ridden mission to ‘spread the word’ relative to informing company
leaders of these realities.
In 2014, Tim Autrey, CEO of PPI (USA), gave the opening keynote address at
the Utilities Service Alliance Executive Summit, during which he had the
opportunity to re-emphasize that there was a simpler (and much more effective
way) to approach human performance and Corrective Action. He was followed
by the Senior VP of Operations from INPO, who began his talk by conceding that
INPO had, in retrospect, “…a few missteps along the way…”
Based upon the studies of the Nuclear Industry Institute (NEI), two of the areas
identified where it has been felt that immediate benefits could be gained through
unraveling some of the accumulation of ‘more is better’, are in the areas of
Observation and Coaching, and Corrective Action. This is why we have
emphatically stated: Do NOT continue with implementation of the [ ]
“Observation & Coaching” program as written.

Safety Concerns
The following safety concerns were noted during site observations and
document/data reviews. In each case, appropriate plant management / CAP
personnel were notified. These issues are herein documented to help ensure
follow-up:
1. [ ] – Fire Plan cannot be implemented as written – currently two years
out-of-date with no resolution in sight. No onsite, assigned, responsible
fire-protection personnel, and no SCBA equipment or Turnout gear as
specified in plan. Current oral instructions are to abandon the plant in the
event of fire, and report to the assembly area. There is no ability to escort
or lead local fire department responders.
2. [ ] – Clearance/Tagout Process only requires one signature to hang a
clearance – there is no second check required.
3. [ ] - Bank #1 transformer heat detectors out of service since 20XX
because of grounds.
4. [ ] – Fire Alarm Pull Box in [ ] out of commission and hanging loose.
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5. [ ] – [ ] fire detection and alarm out of commission due to bad circuit
board that cannot be replaced due to inadequate monthly budget.
6. [ ] – Alternate Fire Pump was out of service for approximately XX
months (has since been returned to service).
7. [ ] – Insufficient staffing – current unfilled positions leave bare minimum
necessary to perform daily tasks – one person off sick, on leave, or in
training, and there will not be sufficient personnel to execute [ ] safely.
8. [ ] – personnel access the facility for maintenance without notifying plant
staff because they have access working from the shared [ ] facilities.

Leadership
Within the complex dynamics of today’s work environments, it is virtually
impossible for any ‘leader’, no matter how bright, charismatic, or ‘in control’ they
might happen to be, to be as competent and effective as a collective effort that
nurtures and supports ‘leadership’ within its team members. As such, the
Practicing Perfection® approach utilizes the following definition of what it means
to be a ‘leader’:
A leader is any individual who takes full ownership of his/her
actions and behaviors, and who positively influences the actions
and behaviors of others.
Within the Power Industry, ‘leaders’ have been rewarded for years for having a
strong sense of “command and control.” And while there is a place for command
and control, such as when working through an Emergency Operating Procedure,
today’s environment requires a different approach during ‘normal’ operations.
While decisions must be made at certain levels within a business organization,
and those at higher levels must capture, continually re-define, and communicate
the vision of where the organization is headed, providing as much autonomy as
possible across the organization is the key to ‘doing less’ while improving
performance.
Inconsistent leadership has been identified as a significant issue within [ ].
Whether this is in acute ‘pockets’ within the organization, or more general as we
work from the higher corporate levels, through plant management, through
frontline supervision and foremen, it is causing a great deal of worker frustration
and is inhibiting [ ] from achieving next-level performance.
Our recommendation is across-the board Leadership Learning for every member
of the leadership/management team. This must include senior leaders through
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frontline supervisors, as well as Foremen and Union Stewards. If the
organization is truly committed to taking performance to the next level, this is the
starting point. All the individuals indicated are in positions of leveraged influence.
Next-level performance cannot be achieved without next-level thinking, followed
by next-level ‘doing’. The elements of such Learning are detailed in Attachment
B, the HU Blueprint™.
Finally, a specific point relative to defined leaders is- communication. One of the
‘tells’ regarding inconsistent leadership within [ ] is the apparent inconsistent /
inadequate level of communications, which is exemplified by rising levels of
frustration, combined with diminishing levels of trust.
An approach must be developed for the timely consistent dissemination of
information across the organization. An important point to remember, especially
in times of incessant and substantial change (as is being experienced by [ ])you CANNOT over-communicate. Communicate. Communicate. Communicate.

Mindset / Perception
Trust
Considering that (1) the [ ] organization is recovering from the fallout of the
2010-2011 fear-based regime, and that (2) the entire industry is reeling from
regulatory and economic impacts causing staffing reductions, plant shutdowns,
and changes to benefits, it is no surprise that TRUST is a significant issue.
Since conclusions drawn from the insights gained through this Profile process
indicate currently declining trust levels, this is a critical issue that must be directly
addressed. The means to do so is by (1) having consistent leadership across the
organization that continuously focuses upon never again violating trust, (2)
directly approaching the mindset and perceptions of each team member, and (3)
over-communicating regarding all changes, including the reasons why.
No one likes to receive ‘bad’ news. No one likes to feel any sense of ‘loss’, such
as a reduction in benefits. Most of all, no one likes to feel disrespected.
There are aspects of current reality generating news that might be considered
‘bad’. Some economic realities are creating a sense of ‘loss.’ Within this, when
intentions are proper, and the reasons why are adequately communicated, even
though the content of the message might be ‘negative’, when delivered in the
proper context, most team members can (and will) process it without damage to
their perceptions of the company, their ‘bosses’, or ‘corporate’. Beyond this,
when the challenges are external and are communicated properly, it often serves
to build upon a sense of “one team” internal to the organization.
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Use of Error Elimination Tools™
As identified, there is a relatively high awareness of the Error Elimination Tools™
across the [ ] organization. There is apparently a lack of understanding of some
of the tools, and human error is occurring at levels higher than desired, as
exemplified by high safety incident rates (95% of the time someone gets hurt on
the job, human error is involved).
The ultimate question in this regard is, “How do you get a worker to so the ‘right
thing’ (e.g., use the appropriate Error Elimination Tools™) at 3:00 AM when no
one is watching? The answer is very simple: Any individual (including you and
me) is only going to do the ‘right thing’ if they want to. This defines one of the
complexities of human performance: You cannot be effective pushing on a rope.
By pulling however, extraordinary things can happen. [ ] must move from
promoting a culture of compliance (the old-school approach) to promoting a
culture of desire (the next-level approach).
How to do it?
When you look at the HU Blueprint™ provided as Attachment B, you can see the
progression from “Thinking Different” to “Doing Different™.” The important thing
to note, which is what most organizations miss when attempting to modify
behaviors and improve performance, is that you must begin with “Thinking
Different.”
As noted in the “Trust” section above, you must directly approach the mindset
and perceptions of each team member. Under Error Elimination Tools™, it is
noted that if [ ] is to achieve and sustain next-level performance, it must move
from a focus on compliance to growing and nurturing desire. Throughout this
report, mistrust, ‘silo’s, and ‘us-vs-them’ is indicated. The answer to these is
adoption of a “one team” approach. Such can be achieved rapidly and
sustainably through the “Thinking Different” and subsequent “Doing Different™”
elements detailed in the Level 2 (Learning) section of the HU Blueprint™.

Systems & Structures
Control Room Distractions and Interruptions
Safe plant operations demand that Control Room Operators be allowed to
monitor and operate the plant without unnecessary distraction. The following
recommendations are made:


Establish the Control Room as “inviolate”. This means two things:
o Anyone other than the Control Room Operator(s) / Shift
Supervisor must request permission to enter
o The senior Operator can clear the Control Room of all nonessential personnel when he/she deems it appropriate
o The Control Room is used for NOTHING other than the oncoming
shift briefing and operating the plant
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o
o

Workers are never allowed to simply congregate/socialize in the
Control Room
The Control Room Operator should NOT be the plant
‘switchboard operator’. Phone calls should be routed/handled
elsewhere.

These are changes that will greatly enhance plant operations and reduce
the potential for error. They can be made quickly and with essentially
zero cost.
Updates of Drawings/Prints/Procedures
Improvements in this area are essential. The big ‘stumbling block’ is that it is
likely that such documents have been ‘let go’ for so long, that to conceive of their
upgrading/updating involves unacceptable levels of cost and manpower.
It is highly likely that the systems (and associated requirements) for document
revision/updating lie at the core of this problem. Fix the system. Then, tap into
Practicing Perfection® precepts #3 and #4:
#3
#4

People come to work wanting to do a good job
People who do the work are the ones who have the answers

When you combine a fix to the system that allows workers to ‘fix’ things, and then
encourage them to do so, it generates a ‘win-win’. Things get fixed and the
individual need to ‘matter’ is fulfilled. Done properly, this approach generates a
whirlwind of system/structure improvement at very little cost.

NOTE:
For those who may think “this cannot be done”, Tim Autrey
orchestrated a change to the procedure revision process while
in his last nuclear position. Prior to the change, Document
Control was considered the “black hole” relative to getting
anything done. It might be 6 months to a year before anything
‘came out the other side’. This had nothing to do with the
personnel in Document Control. It was the System. Upon
making changes to the System, the backlog was eliminated,
and average turnaround time for any procedure change was
less than two days. And…this was in a nuclear plant.
Additional examples are profiled in 6-Hour Safety Culture.
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Recommendations from Document/Data Reviews
Recommendations were previously made relative to the systems/processes
reviewed during the onsite observations and interviews. These are reiterated
below:
Corrective Actions / Event Analyses


Eliminate the concept of a singular ‘root cause’ from procedures,
processes and communications.



Ensure that investigations do not end with “human error” as a causal
factor.



Evaluate the effectiveness of the existing Corrective Actions Review
Board (CARB) and modify as necessary to produce relevant corrective
actions.

Self-Assessments


Assess the current format, and redesign to make it easier to gather the
‘takeaways’.



Consider using an ‘expected vs. observed’ structure to make standards
clear.



Include names of the assessment team to demonstrate accountability and
make follow-up easier.

Operating Experience (OPEX)


Create a distinctive look, format, and content for each of the three OPEX
categories, or combine them into one to reduce overhead and confusion.

Human Performance Metrics


Include regular assessment of HU issues identified in ‘tracking-only’ or
‘rejected’ CRs.



Include trends for evaluation as part of the standard report.



For yellow and red indicators, and any trend in the negative direction,
have responsible parties include a discussion that explains why the
indicator is in the state it’s in (analysis) and what actions are being taken
to mitigate and correct the situation.
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Procedures


Implement the use of an effective change management process for
procedure changes, development, and implementation.



Incorporate flow-charting into the process of procedure development.



Eliminate ‘singular root cause’ thinking from all causal analysis processes
and procedures.



Revise causal analysis procedures and processes to eliminate “human
error” as a cause, except in the cases of willful, reckless, or negligent
behavior.



Clearly define thresholds of what classifies as an event vice an error.
Evaluate Human Performance procedures, programs, and processes to
ensure that the concepts of error and event are clearly communicated,
and that these terms are not used interchangeably.



Change the Pre-Job Brief from a fundamental to a situational HU tool.

Observation/Coaching Process


Do NOT implement the proposed observation program.



Replace it with a well-designed mentoring process such as Practicing
Perfection® Principle Based Mentoring™.



Do not implement Observation Detail documentation as submitted.
Substitute a Mentoring program as previously discussed with its
associated documentation of management/supervisory time in the field.

Focus on Managing Defenses


Implement a system for tracking, trending, and giving credit for
improvements (elimination of landmines and roadblocks) initiated by team
members at all levels



Implement the Practicing Perfection® Principle-Based Mentoring™ (PBM)
approach (or something similar) instead of the current
observation/coaching process/database.
Properly implemented, PBM initiates rapid and consistent behavior
change while growing relationships and directly promoting the “one team”
approach. It eliminates wasted time in the field by managers and
supervisors. No database required.
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Ongoing Assistance
By virtue of the fact that [ ] is now a Client of PPIG, we consider ourselves to be
partners in your continuing journey of constant and never-ending improvement.
We are available to answer any questions at any point in time.
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Attachment A
[ ]
Sub-Team Survey Item Scores
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Attachment B

Human Performance (HU) Blueprint™
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Attachment C
Human Performance Business Model
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